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ABSTRACT 
The inequality 3su A3 > su A SUA’, which is known to hold for any symmetric 
nonnegative 3 x 3 matrix A, is sharpened in three different ways. Here su denotes the 
sum of elements. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We study real matrices only. It is well known [3] that 
nsuA3>suAsuA2 (I) 
for any symmetric (elementwise) nonnegative n x n matrix A if (and only if) 
n < 3, with equality if and only if 
A or A2 has equal row sums. (2) 
*This paper was presented by the second author at the Auburn Matrix Theory Conference 
in Auburn, Alabama, 19-22 March 1986. 
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Here su denotes the sum of elements. The case n = 1 is trivial, and n = 2 is 
easy. In the case n = 3, the proof given in [3] is rather involved, using linear 
optimization. We will first (Section 2) present for n = 3 an alternative proof, 
which is elementary and shorter and gives a sharper result, and thereafter 
(Section 3) we will study other ways of improving (1). 
2. A SIMPLE PROOF 
We let n = 3; 
A= 
i 
a b c 
b d e 
C e f 
and denote 
1 > 0, 
f(A)=3suA3-suAsuA2, 
r,=a+b+c, r,=b+d+e, r,=c+e+f, 
R = (r,, 5, qJT% E=(l,l,l)r, 
Then (for details, see [l]) 
f(~) = ( E~E)( E~A~IZ) - ( PAE)( _PIA~E) 
= ET(EETA - AEET)A2E = ET(ERT - RET)AR = . . . 
=(~~-~~)~(r~+~~-3b)+(r~-r~)~(r~+r~-33~) 
+(r2-7;)2(r2+fT3-3e)= ... 
=(r,-r2)2(2a+d+2e+f)+(r2-r3)2(a+2b+d+2f) 
+2(r, - r,)(r, - r3)(a + b + e + f - c). 
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Assuming rr >, rs >, rs (which is no restriction), we therefore have 
f(A)>,(~+d+f)(r,-r~)~+(u+d+f)(r,-r,)~ 
+2(a - d + fh - ~2Jb.2 - d 
> (u + d + j-)(r, - T~)~+ (a + d + f)(r2 - r.$ 
- 2(u + d + f)(r, - r2jb.2 - 4 
=(~+d+f)[(r,-r~)-(r~-r,)]~=trA(r,+r,-2r~)~. 
Thus we have proved that 
(3) 
for any symmetric nonnegative 3 X 3 matrix A. Here rc2, denotes the second 
largest row sum. The equality conditions are easy to find, but they do not 
seem interesting. Clearly, (3) implies (1) for n = 3. 
3. OTHER IMPROVEMENTS 
An obvious way to sharpen (1) is applying it with A replaced by A - QLZ, 
(Y < mini a,,. Then, assuming n < 3 and denoting 
f(A)=nsuA3-suAsuA2, s,=suAk, 
we obtain by (1) 
O<f(A-cwZ)=n(s,-3 as2 +302s, - a3n) - (sr - ,n)( ss - 2as, + Sn) 
=f(A)-2+s2-s;). 
Thus f(A) 2 2a(n.s, - sf), and since n.s2 - SF >, 0, the right-hand side is at 
its best for (Y = mini aii. We have therefore shown that 
nsuA3-suAsuA2>2m,inaii[nsuA2-(suA)2] (4 
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holds if n 6 3, for any symmetric n X n matrix with off-diagonal elements 
nonnegative. If A is nonnegative, then the right-hand side of (4) is nonnega- 
tive; hence (4) is sharper than (1). Equality is attained if and only if 
A - mini a ii I satisfies (2). 
Let B be a symmetric n X n matrix, n < 3, with off-diagonal elements 
nonpositive. Applying (1) with A replaced by PZ - B, p = maxi bii, we 
similarly obtain 
nsuB3-suBsuB2<2maxZ7ii[nsuR9-(suB)2]. 
i 
Equality holds if and only if maxi bii Z - B satisfies (2). 
Another obvious method in sharpening (1) is to replace A with A - CXH, 
fl= mini kuik, H = EET. Since 
suH=n2, su H2 = n3, suH3=n4, 
suAH=suHA=ns,, 
suA2H=suHA2=ns2, su AH2 = su H2A = n2s1, 
su AHA = s;, su HAH = n2s1, 
we have 
f( A - aH) = n( s3 - as; - ~CULS, +3a2n2s, - a”n”) 
which implies 
nsuA3-suAsuA2>nmiFeik[nsuA2-(suA)2] (5) 
for any symmetric n x n matrix A, n Q 3. If A is nonnegative, this result is 
again sharper than (1). Equality holds if and only if A - mini, kaik H satisfies 
(2). Starting from CXH- A, a= maxi,kuik, we similarly have 
nsuA3-suAsuA2<nmaxuik 
i,k 
[nsuA2-(suA)2], 
with equality if and only if maxi, k aik H - A satisfies (2). 
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4. REMARKS 
It is easy to find examples to show that none of the inequalities (3), (4), 
(5) is sharper than any other. 
The method presented in Section 3 can be applied to improve also various 
other inequalities for su (e.g. those mentioned in [2] and its references), but 
the results seem to be rather complicated. 
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